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Bruce Weinstein is a guy who knows how to party. And his key to partying is choosing the right

drink. Spiked or zero proof, Bruce has shaken, stirred, blended, or ladled concoction for every

occasion and everyone on your guest list. The cocktail traditionalist will savor Bruce's world-class

Bloody Mary, while those on the cutting edge will sip one of his twelve exotic and tasty variations of

this favorite libation. His classic martini comes with no fewer than fifteen spin-offs. Got a crowd

coming over? No problem. Just pull out the punch bowl and fill it with Groovy Banana Wine Punch

or teetotaling Pink Plum Lemonade. On a hot summer day, serve a blended tropical Papaya

Smoothie or Orange Jewelious. Or blast away winter's chill with a warming coffee, tea, or fruit juice

toddy.
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Cocktails & Mixed Drinks

With over 750 drinks, running from malts to high balls, from nonalcoholic fruit punches to blitzed

margaritas, this book will certainly get a work out on my patio this summer. Weinstein's

originality--on parade in his ice cream book--cranks into full gear with a torrent of refreshing, cool,

light, spirited (and not) selections. Bananas Foster Smoothie! Bangkok Buzz! A Purple Mango

Bongo! And each drink has several variations behind it--check out the list for Bloody Mary alone

(eight alcoholic and four non-alcoholic versions). And then comes winter--with toddies and hot rums.

He's even got a Fig and Honey Smoothie for Hanukkah. OK, so I plan to make this a housewarming

gift for every party I attend. But that way, I'll be assured of great drinks wherever I go.



Wow, these are great. I'll never throw a boring party again. I've made the Pink Elephant Punch and

the Dim Sum Sling 3 times and my friends love them. Some of my friends don't "drink," so I made

them a few of the smoothies and ice cream drinks from this book and they had just as much fun as

the rest of us. I've just ordered the other books in the series and can't wait to get them.

This book has hundreds of killer drinks that will make just about any party a smash hit. There are

rum drinks galore and even non-alchoholic drinks for the designated drivers in your crowd. The

drinks come in a rainbow of colors, and if you don't have a set of tiki glasses to serve them in, that's

okay - you can always get some on ebay!

Was a gift for my mother and she loves it. She said it was full of great ideas and things that she'd

never even thought of so I suppose it's good for the adventurous. She's a 55 year old housewife

who loves to entertain guests (not a crazed alcoholic! :) )if that happens to matter to anyone

Many Recipes ... There was nothing wrong with this book, however it was not the right book for me.

What I wanted were punches for a wedding, and there were a few, what I found was a world of

cocktails.

This was a great guide! I really enjoyed this book. The recipes were fancy, fun, and easy to prepare.

This was a great alternative to boring mixed alcoholic drinks. We have used the recipes to make

non-alcoholic drinks for the kids. We tried a lot of the summer drinks, and cant wait to try the hot

toddies this winter! A really useful, no-nonesense drink book for amature and professional

mixologists. I recommend it! Also, the Ultimate Shrimp book, which is part of this series was

excellent. If you like great shrimp recipes, check it out!

I mean, there are the classics in here, like cosmos. But most of these are party drinks--you know,

the cool drinks you wish you knew some bartender could whip up for you. The punches are the

best. The best! In fact, this is my second copy, because my first got so water-logged after too many

parties. What a fun book. It's not that stuffy "what a cocktail is supposed to be" book. I mean, that's

great--but this is for parties, like the ones that need big pitchers of drinks, whether with alcohol or

now.



It said it was brand new never used. However, it looks a bit more beat up than I would think if it was

brand new. Nothing terrible but its going in an auction basket as a fundraiser so I am bit concerned

it looks used. Especially with the 2 stickers that were on the front cover that I spent 15 minutes

picking off.
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